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11950 Beast Head
Mesh Pack v1.2 Resources MMH 55-14387 Ashiraniir 2011-10-27

[v1.2] This is a playable beast head pack; it's also a
modders resource. Basically, meshes were re-shaped
to compliment the textures rather than the other way
around, so maybe it's hard to retexture some of them.
Each head has its own mesh, although some changes

are very subtle. The khajiit meshe...

11757 Weather Helper Resources MMH 55-15062 ashiraniir 2013-11-29

[Weather, Clear] Weather, Clear Helper to tweak the
Morrowind.ini [weather] section. These images contain

the default (+darker nights) colors of the various
Morrowind weathers. You can replace squares with

your new colors, save as a new file, then grab the RGB
values at your leisure to plug into Morrowind....

11740 Savior Female
Cuirass Resources MMH 55-15162 Ashiraniir 2014-01-12

[In Game] In Game Some female cuirasses I made a
long time ago. May still be a little clipping, depending
on what you wear. Can be found ingame very close to
the original Savior's Hide. If you want to modify it or

whatever, have fun. Modder's resource.

9124 Smoothened
Mesh Req's

Models and
Textures MMH 56-6808 Ashiraniir 2011-11-05

[v1.2]Removed problematic rugs.   Should be the last
version.     These are my meshes that were made for

requests. If you use MGSE you don't to download
these.     As with all of the meshes I release, feel free to

use them, modify them, distrib...

9123 Smoothened
Mesh Req's

Models and
Textures MMH 56-14390 Ashiraniir 2011-11-05

[v1.2]Removed problematic rugs.   Should be the last
version.     These are my meshes that were made for

requests. If you use MGSE you don't to download
these.     As with all of the meshes I release, feel free to

use them, modify them, distrib...

9113
Simple

Werewolf Skin
& Eye Pack

Models and
Textures MMH 56-6534 Ashiraniir 2010-08-26

Download is up now. Hope it works.     Simple
Werewolf Skin & Eye Pack   ------------     Description:    
This is a simple pack of werewolf skins and eye color

choices for your werewolves. It will affect your
character...

7960 Morrowind
Treasures Miscellaneous MMH 53-6802 Ashiraniir 2011-10-22

This mod aims to enrich the Morrowind experience by
adding more variety of things for you to find on your
travels. My hope is that you will enjoy the both the

search itself and the items which may be found. Some
are hand-placed, and others are added to both levelled

lists and merchants (through H...

4249
Tutorial - Head
Animation in

Blender
Tutorials MMH 106-14909 ashiraniir 2013-08-08 This is a tutorial on how to make head animations for

Morrowind in Blender.

2927 Beastfolk of
Arena Races MMH 70-15163 Ashiraniir 2014-01-13

Adds a lore-friendly Khajiit + Argonian variant,
inspired by those in TES: Arena. Underwear version

only. Thanks to: Better Bodies team, Gorg and
Arathrax Textures may be used freely, no credit

necessary. Face models may be used freely, but pleas...

2678 Velanbannu Houses MMH 44-13913 Ashiraniir 2010-04-09

Velanbannu v1.4 (April 9, 2010)     Requires:
Morrowind ! No expansions required :)*MGE highly
recommended.*     This mod adds a residence I made

as a birthday gift to a very special person, who
generously allowed me release it to the public as well.

�...

2595 Ukushenbabi Houses MMH 44-13538 Ashiraniir 2009-07-13

1) Updated_Ukushenbabi   Updated version. True to
the original, but slightly brightened.   2)

UkushenbabiBrighter   Much brighter version, if you
prefer to use it.     Notice: I can't guarantee the house

will look the exact same in your Morrowi...

1507 Khajiit Head
Pack Heads and Hair MMH 42-15171 ashiraniir 2014-01-16

Version 1.4 Changes: -Some optional hair (player only).
-Merged fixed esp. -Merged vampires. -Fixed an NPC's

hairstyle. -Added 26 more heads (nearly double).
NOTE: You may need to start a new game to see NPC
heads replaced ingame. Note: Some NPCs are ugly....


